Abstract-Time Petri nets are an extension of Petri nets formalism with time specifications on transitions. The formalism is convenient for model distributed systems and enables capturing the time characteristics of distributed system activities. The primary tool for models behaviour understanding is reachability graph. In [10] the algorithm for constructing Time Petri net reachability graph was suggested. It is based on essential states, but the number of states in the resultant net reachability graph increases when time specification are scaled up, while the behaviour of the net is invariant under time specification scaling. We study the modification of this algorithm that allows to build Time Petri nets reachability graphs more efficiently using common divisors of the time specification in the components of a Time Petri net.
I. INTRODUCTION
Petri nets are a popular formalism for modelling concurrent systems. Different extensions of Petri nets and their applications are extensively studied in the literature [12] , [3] , [2] , [11] , [4] , [6] . Obviously, time is very important aspect of systems behaviour. Time restrictions like "this action can take from N to M seconds" are crucial for real-time system, net protocols, control systems et cetera. Time can be introduced into the Petri nets formalism in many different ways [1] . Moreover, even timeless distributed systems are hard to understand [8] , [5] . There are two popular types of such nets: time Petri nets and timed Petri nets. Both of these modifications can simulate counter machines, i.e. are Turing-complete. Both can be used to model systems with time specifications, but in this article only time Petri nets are considered.
Time restrictions make behaviour of Time Petri nets models extremely hard to understand. It means that we have no options but to use computer aided means to check the correctness of a developing system or to analyze already constructed one. The crucial tool to understand the behaviour of a model is reachability graph. The problem of time Petri nets model checking can be solved via essential-states-based algorithm for constructing reduced reachability graphs [9] . But when all time specifications of a Time Petri net are multiplied by a constant, the size of reachability graph is increased or decreased while the behaviour of the net has not changed. In this work we study how to use this property of the algorithm to reduce the space requirements for analysis of a Time Petri net.
The paper is organized as follows. To start with, we provide basic notations of Petri nets. Then we define the Time Petri nets formalism. Then we provide a Time Petri net example which captures the process of a university course from the student viewpoint. After that we apply our modification to build the reachability graphs of the net components of the example and provide the obtained results. The paper ends with conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Petri net is a well known formalism widely used to model concurrent systems. Petri nets offer graphical notation and rigorous formal semantics. A Petri net is a marked directed bipartite graph, where the structure of the graph defines the behaviour of the model while the marking of the graph defines the current state. Definition 2.1: A Petri (P/T-net) net is a 4-tuple (P, T, F, W ) where
• P and T are disjoint finite sets of places and transitions, respectively;
• F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of arcs;
• W : F → N -an arc multiplicity function, that is a function which assigns every arc a positive integer number (arc multiplicity).
Following extension of W we denote as W :
A marking of a Petri net (P, T, F, W ) is a multiset over P,
i.e. a mapping M : P → N. By M(N ) we denote a set of all markings of a P/T-net N. We say that the transition t in a P/T-net N = (P, T, F, W ) is active in the marking
An active transition may fire, resulting in a marking M such that ∀p ∈ P :
Another notion we will use is hammock. While it is well known notion we will recall it informally. Hammock is a part of the graph such, that only two vertexes of hammock are linked with the rest of the graph. These vertexes are called starting and ending vertexes of hammock. There can be the subgraph of arbitrary complexity between these two vertexes, but this system should have no link to the graph except starting and/or ending vertex of hammock. [7] III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE In this section, we provide the example of a time Petri net T net that models the flow of some course.
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The first transition of the T net denotes the beginning of a semester and the beginnig of a course. The process consists of two almost independent scenarios, each of whose is represented by a separate net hammock. First of them (starting with the place start1 and ending with end1) can be interpreted as the process of preparing for exams and working with a teacher. Second one models an examination process. The course can be completed iff these parts are performed successfully, i.e. final mark depends on both of them. But they do not block each other -a student has to pass the exam without regard to his work during the semester.
The process starts with a transition course started firing, which adds tokens to the places start1 and start2. Then two hammocks are performing independently.
We start with considering the upper hammock. Firstly, transition start solve problems fires. It represents the beginning of student's work and adds tokens to the places student and no more problems. When both of these places contain tokensstudent isn't solving a problem and is ready for actions. The course can be ended through firing the transition all problems solved, or the student can get some new problems to solve (transition hand-in problem). In the second case, the student needs to solve the problem. He or she starts with meeting with a tutor (going to place meeting with tutor), discusses the problem (transition discussion with tutor moves token to the place student and this enables transition start work) and then student starts working on it, and comes to some decision. (Transition start work fires and moves token to the place solving). After that, the problem is technically solved and transition problem solved fires adding token to the place no more problems, but the student still needs to meet his tutor again to discuss the result. (Chain meeting with tutordiscussion with tutor-adding token to place student fires again). Only after that student understands the nuances of the problem and the solution well enough.
Then the cycle may repeat again -student ends the process or gets a new problem. If the first case has place, the hammock finishes its execution. Now we consider the second hammock. This hammock starts with transition send assignment firing adding tokens to places solving assignment and submission opened. Then the hypothetical student has two options: complete his work before deadline (transition submission), let the system register his work (transition deadline), and then just get his mark by getting through transition evaluate work.
If student had not managed to pass his work in time, the system registers this (transition deadline) and the submission is closed (disabling transition submission). Then he or she has no choice, but to pass the work behind time (transition commission arranged), wait for a re-examination (place preparing for commission) and go through it (transition commission). Independently of the success or the failure of his examination, the student gets his mark -would it be A or F at the transition evaluate work firing.
We will not provide the formal definition of a workflow net here, but this model is a sound workflow net, i.e. initial marking has one token in the start place. When a token reaches the end place there are no other tokens in the net. And the marking with the end place marked can always be reached.
IV. TIME PETRI NETS In this section we define Time Petri nets (TPN).
We will use the definition of Time Petri net as given in [10] . Time Petri net (TPN) is an extended classic Petri net where each transition t is associated with a time interval [a t , b t ]. If t is enabled, it still cannot fire before a t time units have elapsed, and it has to fire no later than b t time units after being enabled, unless it has meanwhile become disabled by the firing of another transition.
Time counting is started from the moment of enabling t and is reset if t has been disabled. a t is called "earliest firing time" of t (short ef t(t)) and b t is "latest firing time" of t (short lf t(t)). The firing of a transition does not take any time.
The interval bounds are non-negative rational numbers, and b t can also be ∞. 
(t) = (I1(t), I2(t)) it holds that I1(t) ≤ I2(t) Here I(t) is the time interval of the transition t, during this interval t is ready to fire, I1(t) is eft(t) and I2(t) is lft(t).

Definition 4.2: (p-marking) Let P be the set of all places in a Time Petri net Z. A p-marking in Z is a (total) function
Claim 1.Time specification of transitions of an arbitrary time Petri net can be required to be non-negative integers without loss of generality [10] V. REACHABILITY GRAPH Firstly we consider original algorithm proposed in [10] . It is based on the conception of essential states. 
(t ∈ T ∧ h(t) =→ h(t) + τ ≤ lf t(t))
The elapsing of time τ will change z into the state z' = (m', h') with 1) m':=m, course completed [1, 5] end evaluate work [5, 5] discussion with tutor [3, 3] problem hand-in [9, 12] assignment obtained start work [3, 6] meeting with tutor problem solved [3, 3] solving preparing for commission commission [5, 5] all problems solved [3, 12] no more problems commision arranged 
→ z}, z is an essential-state and σ(τ ) is a run feasible in Z Set of all reachable essential states of the net carries complete information about this net's behavioural properties. This characteristic makes it possible to construct reachability graph, which includes only essential states (and is much smaller than original reachability graph) and still provides enough information to analyse behavioural properties of the net.
Definition 5.4: (reachability graph for arbitrary Time Petri net) Let Z = (P, T, F, V, m 0 , I) be an arbitrary (finite or infinite) Time Petri net with T = t 1 , . . . , t n . The (reduced) reachability graph RG redu Z := (W, E, L) of Z is the directed graph with edge labels whose set of vertices W, set of edges E and edge labels from L ⊆ N × T are defined by Algorithm 1.
VI. MODULAR CONSTRUCTION OF TIME PETRI NET REACHABILITY GRAPH
Algorithm constructing reachability graph through essential states demonstrates high performance, when it works with nets, whose time intervals are not very big. But if we multiply all time specifications in the net on the same number, number of essential states increases dramatically. But such scaling does not affect behavioural properties of the net and the set of reachable p-markings of the scaled and the original nets are the same.
There is an evident way to fix the problem -just check if the net can be down-scaled (divided by greatest common divisor) and than analyse this downscaled net. But what if we have the net consisting of two independent components. Both of these components can be down-scaled, if considered independently, but the time specification of these components contains coprime numbers.
Such net can have huge reachability graph, which can not be constructed because of the time or memory restrictions. But the graphs for each of these parts can easily be built via the downscale procedure. And these graphs carry enough information to analyse behavioural properties of the original net, such as boundedness, for example. We propose the way to solve the problem through searching for the detached hammocks, finding greatest common divisor (GCD) for all natural time specification inside them, dividing these specifications on the GCD and than applying reachability graph construction algorithm to each of the found hammocks.
Obtained reachability graphs can be used for performing model checking upon each of them and deduce identified properties for the whole net, but for the moment we consider only receiving reachability graphs.
We applied this technique to our example. The example contains two hammocks. First includes all vertexes and tranAlgorithm 2: Modular construction of Time Petri net reachability graph begin Let H be the set of hammocks in the net; X := ∅; foreach h ∈ H do foreach Transition t ∈ h do Insert ef t(t) into X; Insert lf t(t) into X;
Apply Algorithm 1 to h sitions between places start1 and end1 inclusively. Second starts at place start2 and ends with end2. We can predict the successful application of the modular approach as the GCD of the first hammock time specifications is 3 and the GCD of the second hammock is 5, which are coprime numbers. Then we applied 2 and received the following results Table I .
The reachability graph of the whole net consists of 208 vertexes and 907 edges. But if we split up the net into 2 hammocks and then construct reachability graph for each of them, then the sum of them will be much lesser than the reachability graph of the whole net. In our case, the original net's reachability graph is not very big, because it is just an example, but even here reduction is significant. VII. CONCLUSION In this paper we provided an example Time Petri net that models the process of an academic course. The numeric properties of the transitions time specifications and our modification of the algorithm enabled us decrease time and space requirements for the analysis of the net. We constructed a reachability graph that is much smaller than the original one. The further research directions are to characterize the class of time Petri nets and the behavioural properties for which such technique is applicable.
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